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In a number of respects the German economy is in a good position after 16 years of Mrs Merkel
But there are problems too, including slow growth that is unduly dependent on exports
Securing good future performance will require that policy be made holistically, not piecemeal
Particular emphasis warrants being paid to investment in human capital and infrastructure

Is Germany in a good economic position after 16 years of a CDU/CSU-led federal government? By international standards, the answer may be ‘yes’. But as well as positive
elements in the economic balance sheet of the Merkel era there are also some negatives.

These negative elements will need to be addressed by its new government if Germany is to re-attain not only a satisfactory but also a sustainable, growth performance.

The plus side of the balance sheetThe plus side of the balance sheet

Over the period since 2005, there has been significant growth in employment and a sharp drop in unemployment – from 11.7% in 2005 to 5.5 % in August this year. That said,
much of this success owes to the after-effects of the ‘Agenda 2010’ reforms introduced by a Red-Green government between 2003 and 2005.

On the positive side, the fiscal deficit was eliminated and even turned into a slight surplus quite a few years before the COVID-19 crisis. This fairly solid budget situation enabled
Germany to overcome, and relatively well, the effects the various crises during the Merkel years – the Global Financial Crisis, the Euro debt crisis, and the COVID-19 crisis.

The negative side of the balance sheetThe negative side of the balance sheet

Less positive has been Germany’s lacklustre economic growth, which has averaged only 1.1% per year since 2005, significantly slower than in previous decades. The growth in
labour productivity to has left much to be desired, averaging only 0.7 % over the period 2006-2020 (on an hours worked basis), significantly lower than in previous decades.

Along with this, real disposable household income averaged only 1% per year in the 15 years to 2020, the effects of employment growth being partially offset by a significant rise
in the ratio of tax and social security contributions to GDP since 2005 – from around 39% to around 41% (according to national account statistics). The employment gains and
falling unemployment rates of the past 15 years have not been used to reduce the burden of tax and contribution rates.

Nor has the situation improved significantly in terms of investment and productivity growth over the past decade and a half. Although the rate of public investment has risen
somewhat, to 2.6%, it remains relatively low by international standards. Private investment (excluding housing) as a proportion of economic output is much the same as in 2005
(at just over 12%).

Moreover, this has led to a macroeconomic and political issues. Altogether, investment in Germany is still well below domestic savings. The result is a high foreign trade surplus,
which now stands at almost 6% of GDP, and meets with frequent criticism from abroad. Nor does this situation look likely to change on present policies. Germany’s economy, long
heavily dependent on exports, has become even more so: the export ratio, which had risen from around 38% in 2005 to 47% before the COVID crisis, is now at around 43%.

Policy challengesPolicy challenges

Calls for higher productivity certainly cannot generate enthusiasm during elections but, as in so many countries, they are crucial for Germany’s economic future. Productivity
growth will determine how fast real (pre-tax) wages can grow. And, in turn, the rate at which public pensions, other social benefits and government revenues will increase depends
very much on wage growth.

Any economic policy of a new government will need to address these issues. In order to increase long-term growth potential and productivity and thereby secure the high-paying
jobs in the long term, economic policy will need to focus in particular on investment, innovation, and the quality of human capital.

Germany ranks only around mid-way (17  out of 35 OECD economies) in terms of the quality of its human capital.[i] Particularly at a time when the economy is undergoing a
double transformation, toward zero greenhouse gas emissions and extensive digitisation, a well-qualified workforce, in combination with sufficiently high levels of investment and
effective innovation, are prerequisites.

The importance of framework (supply-side) conditionsThe importance of framework (supply-side) conditions

How can the requisite changes be achieved? In the private sector, the extent to which capacity is built depends above all on the framework conditions and the attractiveness of
Germany as an investment location. Criteria including tax burdens, wage costs, energy costs, bureaucratic burdens, the speed of planning and approval processes, legal certainty,
a qualified workforce, and the quality of the public infrastructure in terms of transport, digital infrastructure, energy networks all play an important role.

The coalition governments have tried in recent years to bring about improvements in various areas, for example by improving university facilities in education and innovation,
providing more support for research and development and startups, and better equipping schools and kindergartens. Additional money has also been allocated to modernising
public infrastructure in various areas, but often only very small portions of these monies have been spent, due to lengthy planning and approval processes and high bureaucratic
requirements.

It is not easy to see major progress in this area. While reductions in bureaucracy are promised time and time again, there are more examples of areas where the bureaucratic
burden has been increased than those where it has been significantly reduced. The argument of bureaucratic burdens for business is quickly pushed aside when ‘higher’ political
goals are to be achieved, as in the case of regulations on the minimum wage, supply-chain law, or financial market regulation.

A further, major determinant of Germany’s economic future and the competitiveness of its companies and jobs lies in energy and environmental policy. The big task of achieving
CO neutrality as quickly as possible will need to be tackled more efficiently. Germany has made moderate progress in reducing CO  emissions through very high electricity
prices, increased CO  taxes, an expensive coal phase-out, and high government subsidies. However, the potential of renewable energies has not yet been fully tapped because of a
lack of energy networks and storage media. This puts jobs at risk, rather than creating new ones.

The need for a holistic viewThe need for a holistic view

Over and above the need for action in many individual areas of economic policy, an overarching, holistic view is required for the future development of incomes and employment.
When economic policy decisions are to be made that impose additional burdens on companies and employees, for example in social spending or energy costs, the effects on
competitiveness should be assessed, and counter-balanced by improving framework conditions elsewhere – for example through first-class infrastructure or reduced tax
burdens.

Otherwise, prosperity and growth are endangered. Burdens for the economy and employees accumulate because all branches of politics seem to have good reasons for higher
charges, taxes, or stricter regulations. Germany has gone in this direction over the years and decades: high costs and tax burdens are offset by fewer and fewer outstanding
strengths, such as once first-class infrastructure or highly efficient administrations.

Watch forsWatch fors

For economic development that promotes prosperity and investment and innovation, the new government will need a reliable and holistic compass. So watch for:

Signals that decisions involving higher burdens for companies and employees will be offset by improvements elsewhere, or relief.
Measures to strengthen the competitiveness of the economy and its ability to invest and innovate.
Willingness to streamline planning and permission procedures for investment.
Tax hikes which would undermine growth.
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Turim MFO’s AugustTurim MFO’s August
Economic ReportEconomic Report

Turim MFO’s monthly Economic
Report is now available. Main
highlights of the month include:
Global Economy : Third global
wave…

1 min read

HQ Trust September 3 2021

Unicorns are notUnicorns are not
that rarethat rare

In recent years, the number of
unicorns has increased rapidly:
Startups that have a market value
of more than one…

2 mins read

Turim August 10 2021

Turim MFO’s JulyTurim MFO’s July
Economic ReportEconomic Report

Turim MFO’s monthly Economic
Report is now available. Main
highlights of the month include:
US: GDP overtakes pre-Covid level
in…

1 min read

HQ Trust August 10 2021

HQ Trust – Half YearHQ Trust – Half Year
ReportReport

So far, 2021 has been a very good
year for equities: the S&P 500
gained around 15 percent in the…

1 min read
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